
Zalaegerszeg 

The city, where you can find your future! 

 

The location of Zalaegerszeg 

 
1. photo: The location of Zalaegerszeg 

 
2. photo: Airport availability 



 
3. photo: Intermodal rail connections 

 
Zalaegerszeg is located in the heart of 
Europe, as a meeting point between 
Western and Eastern Europe, having 
especially advantageous facilities for 
supplying global and Western European 
markets. The town is situated near the 
Hungarian-Austrian-Slovenian triple 
border, 40-60 km far from these 
neighboring countries. Five European 
capital cities are easy to reach, which 
involves considerable perspectives. The 
EU Mediterranean rail corridor goes 
through the town, with direct connections 
to the Adriatic Sea. Not far from the city is 
located the Hévíz-Balaton International 
Airport as well, which is the most 
important international airport in the 
region.  

4. photo: Geographical location of Zalaegerszeg, distances 



 

 
5. photo: Zalaegerszeg (Source: www.azuzlet.hu ) 

The total area of Zalaegerszeg is 102,4 km2. It is the administrative centre of Zala county and 

the Nr. 17 under the most populated cities of Hungary with its 60.000 inhabitants. The western 

corner of Lake Balaton (the largest lake of Central Europe) is located 45 km away from our 

town.  Zalaegerszeg is surrounded by forests and hills. Due to its preferred location, the 

marvelous panorama, the fresh air the city offers wide range of freetime activities and several 

opportunities for healing your body and soul.  

 
6. photo: Local population 

http://www.azuzlet.hu/


 
7. photo: Balaton (Source: NASA) 

Inhabitants of the city and its surroundings are proud of the stunning natural and built values; 

the beautiful panorama; the hiking routes in different levels of difficulty; the unlimited choice 

of cultural events and sports activities; the unforgettable culinary pleasures. Maintaining our 

traditional values and history, connecting our past and our future, traditions and 

modernizations play an important role in our city’s mission. The city is a favorable location 

due to its parks, flowery streets and lively athmosphere not only for the inhabitants but the 

tourists as well.  

 

Zalaegerszeg is a livable, green town with outstanding natural 

values and built environment. In the last few years several 

improvement initiatives have been started and also completed. 

Developement is the main component of all future plans, even 

if we think of environment (quality of life, smart solutions, 

climate protection), economy (industry, enterprises, tourism), 

transportation (intern and also extern – railways, public roads, 

airports). Development plays also an important role in 

projects/programs in the field of human resources.  

The long-term plan of our town is to be one of Hungary’s 

dynamically developing cities, an ideal destination for future 

investments due to high standards of living. The town’s 

economy is growing not only through the outstanding natural resources, the abilities and 

8. photo: Coat of the City of 
Zalaegerszeg  



ambitions of existing economic operators, but also through the current investments. The 

culture and knowledge of inhabitants, the commitment to the development initiatives of 

the town play also a significant role in the town’s growing economic activities. 

 

The local council shows consciousness and foresight regarding the improvement plan of our 

town. The development plan of the town („Zalaegerszeg 2030”) was announced in October 

2020. This document includes the main policies concerning the development initiatives of the 

city in the following 10 years. These development steps require constant revision and 

sometimes redefining of project details needs to be assigned due to the changing demands. 

 

Videos of Zalaegerszeg 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0gOb_qI7nSM 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uLcjEaO0KINEVfrFW-YWjltSBZZ1kHf0/view?usp=sharing 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K91Gs7HRL5Y 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0gOb_qI7nSM
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uLcjEaO0KINEVfrFW-YWjltSBZZ1kHf0/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K91Gs7HRL5Y


Economic environment – New investments (short overview) 

 

It is essential to emphasize the importance of the ongoing investment, the ZalaZone 

Automotive Proving Ground investment, as a catalyst project of the future developments and 

investments. 

ZalaZone Automotive Proving Ground: https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=JmlZGGVC6-s&t=17s 

ZalaZONE service: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4eu-cFnCEO0 

Website: https://www.avlzalazone.com/ 

 

Important investments (key projects) of the near future 

• Rheinmetall Hungary Ltd. 

The main goal of this project is to establish a destination for manufacturing, 

development, and testing of new, innovative military vehicles. 

• Science Park project  

This project is an important step in improving the competitiveness of Zalaegerszeg and 

its surroundings in the fields of research and development. The main goal is to develop 

an environment, where the economic units and universities can cooperate effectively.  

• SmartField project 

An integrated business zone is going to be established between the ZalaZone 

Automotive Proving Ground and the Science Park, which provides a destination of 

products and services with high added value. 

• Logistic Centre and a Container Terminal project 

The project assists in improving the competitiveness of Hungary, developing a stable 

economy and prividing conditions of high living standars. Furthermore, it is granted 

the quick, safe and comfortable ways for passenger mobility and goods transport. 

• Dronemotive project 

The development of the ecosystem based on this project provides an opportunity to 

build an environment with international relevance. The project contributes to the 

improvement of competitiveness, export activities and military strategies of Hungary. 

 

Traffic improvements - Some of the projects being in progress (short overview) 

Steps of traffic improvement have been already launched. All these steps provide conditions 

of mobility in the city, high living standards of the society; quick, safe and comfortable ways 

for passenger mobility and goods transport. 

 

Road network  

The M76 expressway connects the town and the M7 highway and it reaches the Hévíz-Balaton 

International Airport, therefore its construction provides an opportunity for economic growth 

of Zalaegerszeg and its surroundings. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=JmlZGGVC6-s&t=17s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4eu-cFnCEO0
https://www.avlzalazone.com/


 
9. photo: The M76 expressway 

 

The M76 expressway with its 2x2 lanes is planned to be extended in north-west direction to 

Körmend (M8). The constructing of the planned M9 highway is going to be launched in the 

near future. 

 

Railway developments  

Besides the high-speed ways, the railway developments are also of great importance. Both 

the Mediterranean Rail Freight Corridor (RFC) and the railway line Budapest – Őriszentpéter – 

Hodos – Ljubljana – Koper/Trieste reaches our town. The results of several research projects 

emphasise the importance of railway improvements as one of the basic pillars of the economic 

growth of Zalaegerszeg. 

 

Internal road network  

It is necessary to emphasise the developments of the internal road network. Through the 

Károly Kovács Urban Development Program (Kovács Károly Városépítő Program) an 

investment of HUF 12,8 million will be accomplished till 2024, which focuses on road 

reconditioning, constructing of new roads, sidewalks, squares and parking areas. 

 

Last but not least it is important to mention some details regarding the development of the 

Hévíz-Balaton International Airport. Because of its closeness to our town the airport has an 

essential role related to the development conception of Zalaegerszeg. The Hévíz-Balaton 

International Airport is the most important international airport in the region. After finishing 

all the planned development steps the airport is going to be a competitive economical 

advantage for Zala county and the area. 

 



Natural values 

Zala is a county with one of the highest rate of forests in the country, it is a hilly region 

tempting to wander. On the route of Ravines (Horhosok útja) one can wander three hiking 

routes of different difficulty levels, thus the hiking and cycling tourists can discover the values 

of Csács. 

   
10. photo: Route of Ravines (Source: Péter Seres, www.zalaegerszegturizmus.hu) 

 
The Azalea Valley is the most significant tourist area in Alsóerdő, which is like a jewel-box of 

the town in springtime, and became one of the natural wonders of Zala county in 2010 due to 

the votes of the general public. Some decades before rhododendrons have been planted in 

the valley - called also Fox or Snake Valley -, that has a particular micro-climate. The plant 

collection consisting of five species bursts into flower in May. Mainly jellow coloured azaleas, 

rhododendrons are blossoming with a wonderful smell, so the valley is named after them.

 
11. photo: Azalea Valley (Source: www.zalaegerszegturizmus.hu) 

http://www.zalaegerszegturizmus.hu/
http://www.zalaegerszegturizmus.hu/


In early summer, the nearby lavender field invites you to picnic and offers leisure programs.  

 
12. photo: Lavender field (Source: Péter Seres) 

 

In Csácsbozsoki Arboretum lying at the eastern entrance of the town, we can find all tree 

species of the country. The valley and clearing running north and south offers a spectacular 

view. A clear water spring rises in the valley that is varied by bushes and rhododendrons, and 

we can see the near hills from here. The aim of the natural value having a local importance is 

preserving its flora and fauna, besides providing a place for relaxation and recreation. 

  
13. photo: Csácsbozsoki Arboretum (Source: www.zalaegerszegturizmus.hu) 

„Being tower-high above is the best” – it is said about the 95 m high TV-tower standing above 

Azalea Valley on the hilltop of Bazita, in which a panorama cafe is operating from spring to 

autumn in the height of 53 m. The amazing view of the town and the hills of Zala can be seen 

from the bar or the open terrace below it in each hours of the day. In clean weather one can 

see even the volcanic remnant hills of Ság and Somló, and the range of the Alps. The tower of 

http://www.zalaegerszegturizmus.hu/


Zalaegerszeg is one of the three TV-towers which can be visited in Hungary.

 
14. photo: Tv-tower (Source: www.zalaegerszegturizmus.hu) 

Sport 
The sport played a considerable role in the life of the town, that is proved by the title „Sport-

Town of the Nation”. Due to the green characteristic of the town, the guests coming to 

Zalaegerszeg can find also the active recreational opportunities over and above the popular 

branches of sport. Restart Festival is one of the most popular sport festival in the area. 

Gallery and video recommendation: http://restartfesztival.hu/galeria-2019/videok/ 

    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=shcLBf9fUsM 

 
15. photo: Restart Festival (Source: www.restartfesztival.hu) 

http://www.zalaegerszegturizmus.hu/
http://restartfesztival.hu/galeria-2019/videok/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=shcLBf9fUsM
http://www.restartfesztival.hu/


In addition, inhabitants and visitors of our city, regardless of age, will find many sport 

opportunities and sporting events. 

 

Some popular options: 

• Fishing 

• Hunting 

• Air ballon 

• Football 

• Basketball 

• Skittle alley 

• Street workout 

• Bóbita playground 

 
16. photo: Some popular recreational opportunities 

 
Sport and recreation centre in Alsóerdő 

The town has decided to establish a new sport and recreation centre. The main goal with 

this project is to ensure realistic adventure-based free-time activities for everyone. There 

will be several opportunities for visitors to our town: 

• adventure park 

• ski slope 

• playground 

• ROTR park (Rule of the road) 

• sport fields for multifunctional activities (basketball, football) 

• all-weather running track 

• cycle track 

• street workout 

• playground for kids and seniors 

 
 



 
17. photo: Visual design of the new sports and leisure center in Alsóerdő 

New sport and event hall 

The design and planning new sport and event hall has already begun. After finishing the new 

building’s design, the old building will be demolished to make space for its replacement. This 

new investment will be an ideal destination for organized programmes and several sport 

events.

 
18. photo: Visual design of New sport and event hall 

 

„Mindszenty József” Athletics Hall and and Fencing School  

Another new sport centre is already being built in our town, which ensures the ideal 

cirsumstances for fencing training and competition. This sport has a 50 year history in our 



town. All these existing, under construction, and planned buildings contribute to the 

development not only of our city but also its surroundings. Due to these development projects 

we in the near future will be able to hold several sport events here in our county “Zala”. 

 
19. photo: „Mindszenty József” Athletics Hall and and Fencing School  

Water-based experiences  

Zalaegerszeg AquaCity Waterslide and Adventure Park  

The largest wave pool of our country can be found in the AquaCity Waterslide- and Adventure 

Park, that awaits the lovers of water experiences of any ages in summer with a water surface 

of 6 000 m2, several pools, slides, water- and land attractions. 

 
20. photo: Aquacity (Source: Péter Seres) 



 
21. photo: Aquacity (Source: www.zalaegerszegturizmus.hu) 

Videos of Aquacity:   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FynGUR_xoII 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NdlSqiMZuuc&t=2s 

Website:    http://www.aquacity.hu/ 

 

Lake Gébárti 

This lake is one of the most wonderful treasures of our city. Through recreational sports, it 

provides a calm, stress-free environment for visitors. Around the lake you can find everything 

necessary for active relaxation: you can walk, bike, fish and there is an exciting playground for 

children. The development of the area around the lake improves the quality of living for the 

population of Zalaegerszeg, while also attracting people who want to go on an excursion to 

the lake. Its importance relating to climate protection and the wildlife surrounding it must also 

be taken into consideration. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FynGUR_xoII
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NdlSqiMZuuc&t=2s
http://www.aquacity.hu/


 
22. photo: Lake Gébárti 

Thermal Spa of Zalaegerszeg 

Next to the water paradise the vaulted, domed structure of the Thermal Spa of Zalaegerszeg 

– built in a unique style - offers a wonderful view. At the weekends on Friday and Saturday 

evenings the natural light of the building is replaced by a light therapy lighting with more than 

10 000 electric bulbs shining in millions of different colours, making unforgettable the time 

spent here. The three fun pools with the water of 33-36 oC and connected with a cascade 

conceals different waterspoiling facilities, while in the children’s castle a rainbow-slide and 

water toys are waiting for the little ones. 

 
23. photo: Thermal Spa of Zalaegerszeg 



New municipal swimming pool  

The consturction process of a new municipal swimming pool has already begun. The new 

facility adds a fresh new dynamic and character resulting in an increased level of diversity of 

our town’s recreation offerings. A 50 m long, 10 lane wide covered pool with a separate 

wellness area and saunas is being built. The renovation of the city adjacent outdoor pool area 

with garden is also in progress where a brand new outdoor pool is planned too. All these 

improvements are expected to be finished till the end of 2021. The indoor swimming pool and 

its extended aqua-complex will be a perfect venue for future national and international 

swimming competitions. 

 
24. photo: New municipal swimming pool  

 

Cultural heritage 
Our museums commemorate the history, the cultural values, the traditions of our town, 

where exhibitions ensure opportunities for local contemporary artists to also show their work. 

 

Göcseji Village Museum, the first open-air ethnographic museum of the country, settled 

around the backwater of river Zala crossing the town and an old water mill, that is open for 

the visitors since 1968, can be found in Zalaegerszeg. A 19th century village of Göcsej has been 

reconstructed by using the elements of the collection originated from nearly 30 settlements 

of Zala, where we can see several hundreds of furnishings. The houses of mud walls with 

thatched roof can be rambled in a charming natural environment.  

 



 
25. photo: Göcseji Village Museum  

The building of Göcseji Museum, the former savings bank’s palace, that was built in 1890 in 

eclectic style, nowadays lives the time of reconstructions and currently it gives home for the 

works of János Németh ceramist, Kossuth- and Munkácsy Prize winner, Artist of the Nation, 

which are characteristic ones originated from the folk traditions of Göcsej region.  

 

The immediate goal of the renovation is to bring to life an interactive and innovative exhibition 

that harmonizes with the needs of 21st-century visitors. 

The Mindszentyneum will be located in the new wing of the building currently under 

construction. On the top level there will be a temporary exhibition space with a panoramic 

event terrace. In addition to exhibitions, the Mindszentyneum will house a number of other 

services aimed at visitors such as a café, a gift shop selling local products, educational and 

event rooms. One of these rooms will serve as a venue for religious community gatherings and 

another one will be a conference room capable of seating 120 people. With the 

implementation of this museum complex, Zalaegerszeg will possess a new cultural tourist 

attraction, which will serve the needs of domestic and cross-border visitors as one of the 

significant points of interests in the region. 

 



 
26. photo: Visual design of the renovation of the Göcsej Museum and the new wing of the building  

The Hungarian Oil- and Gas Industrial Museum lying next to the Village Museum on an area 

of 30 thousand square meters, which is the second largest outdoor technical museum of our 

country, and the second among the most considerable hydrocarbonindustrial ones in Europe, 

is similarly exciting. The exhibitions show the history of the Hungarian petroleumand gas-

industry. 

 
27. photo: Hungarian Oil- and Gas Industrial Museum (Source: Péter Seres)  



Our traditions and folk crafts can be learned in our museums as well as within the walls of the 

Gébárti Regional Folk Craft House where we preserve and nurture the living folk art. 

 
28. photo: Gébárti Regional Folk Craft House (Source: Péter Seres) 

A number of exhibitions and concerts are held in the Town’s Concert and Exhibition Hall, that 

is called „zsini” as a nickname by the local ones. Its excellent acoustics, the organ consisted of 

2107 pipes, the ideal size of the auditorium assures a unique venue. The former synagogue 

has been built in 1904 in eclectic style according to the plans of József Stern. Following the 

2nd world-war it has lost its religious function. Reviving its memory a permanent exhibition 

titled ”The remembrance of the Jews in Zalaegerszeg” has been set up on the first floor. 

 
29. photo: Town’s Concert and Exhibition Hall 

 

 



The high level and entertaining performances of Hevesi Sándor Theatre and Griff Puppet 

Theatre offer useful and substantial pastime both for the younger and older ones. In summers 

the plays performed in the framework of the theatre, music, dance programme of Quarter-

House offer a high quality entertainment in the open-air theatre.  

 
30. photo: Hevesi Sándor Theatre (Source: www.vanjegyem.hu, www.hevesisandorszinhaz.hu) 

 
31. photo: Visual design of Hevesi Sándor Theatre (Source: www.facebook.com, www.papageno.hu ) 

The Erdődy-Hüvös castle of Botfa 

Botfa's name has been preserved on worn-out documents since 1386 (it was written as 

"Bathfalwa" at the time) and we also know that in the Middle Ages it was the property of the 

abbey of Csatár. The owner of the Botfa estate was the Erdődy family for many centuries. They 

built the castle around 1750, although at that time they were only imagining a one-story 

Baroque style building, around which they formed a grove based on a contemporary pattern 

from England ("Anglis"). The famous family remained mostly in Botfa until the end of the XIX. 

century. In 1880 the new owner, Áron Hirschler remodeled the castle by expanding the 

building on two sides and adding a romantic bastion. The estate was later inherited by his son 

József Hüvös, who was deported to a death camp in 1944 because of his Jewish origin. After 

World War II the furnishings of the abandoned manorial “palace” were pilfered, while the 

locals tried to find a function for the building. Some of the many things they used it as was a 

school, a dressmaker's salon, a cinema and a rental apartment. The Erdődy-Hűvös castle which 

employed dozens of servants in its heyday has been used as a hotel since 2007. Since 2012 it 

http://www.vanjegyem.hu/
http://www.hevesisandorszinhaz.hu/
http://www.facebook.com/
http://www.papageno.hu/


functions as a youth hostel managed by the Order of Notre Dame Women's Prebendary 

Educational Order.   

 

32. photo: Erdődy-Hüvös Castle (Source:, www.zaol.hu) 

Renovation of the „Art” cinema  

The renovation of the “Art” cinema contributes to the preserving our cultural heritage in terms 

of its architecture and its continuing ability into the future. Therefore, main goal with the 

renovation is to establish a multifunctional event hall where the city can continue supporting 

popular programmes such as concerts,  live theatre, and other social/training events as has 

been the case over several times per year over the past years. Organizing diverse large-scale 

events (big concerts, informative presentations) plays an important role in our city’s future 

plans and strategy. In this way, the project improves the standard quality of life for current 

and future inhabitants of Zalaegerszeg. 

 
33. photo: Art cinema (Source: www.zalataj.hu) 

http://www.zaol.hu/


Establishing a marketplace for local and regional handcraft 

The main goal of this project is to establish a destination for trade and consumption of 

handcraft. It will be located at the existing marketplace of Zalaegerszeg. Regarging the 

investment plans the Visitor’s Centre „Göcsej” is going to provide information for tourists on 

a daily bases. An interactive exhibition is planned to show not only the tourist attractions of 

the region (map of locations for gathering mushrooms; showroom for local forests and 

mushrooms, showroom for hunting; live-records about wild animals) but also the process of 

creating and producing local items. The Visitor’s Centre will be a meeting point for organized 

themed hikes in the future.    

 
34. photo: Visual design of the market for local and regional handcraft 

 
35. photo: Visual design of the market for local and regional handcraft 

Festivals, events  

• Egerszeg festival 

• RESTART festival 

• Roasted wild and wine festival  

• Zalaegerszeg beer festival 

• Brandy and pig festival 

• Street Food Weekend 



• Charity day at AquaCity 

• New Year event 

• Other city events  

 
36. photo: Festivals in Zalaegerszeg (Source: www.zalaegerszeg.hu) 

As you can see from these existing and planned developments, the city of Zalaegerszeg 

places great emphasis on launching development projects that focus on both the quality of 

life of the people living in the city and those who are visiting it since it is people that make 

a city feel homey. Recreational facilities contribute greatly to the satisfaction of the 

residents and their impact on population growth can also be significant. The development 

of the tourism industry will greatly increase the standard of living of the population coming 

to Zalaegerszeg and those already living here. 

 

Gastronomy 

The hills are rich in forests and wildlife supply the cuisine of Zala and Göcsej with valuable 

ingredients. Those who visit our restaurants can taste traditional local cuisine, and in quite a 

few places you can also experience culinary offerings with a modern twist. Although 

Zalaegerszeg is the largest city in Zala County, the locals still maintain the hospitality of the 

surrounding smaller settlements. People visiting here always get a smile or a few nice words 

from the locals. 

We also hold a several gastro-cultural events throughout the year. In May we have a Street 

Food Weekend aimed at a younger crowd. A reinvented, modern version of Göcsej’s dishes 

can be tasted at the Village Museum’s Village Food Festival. We are organizing a Prósza (a 

traditional Hungarian version of the hash brown) Festival in June and at the end of August we 

have an event for the fans of gamey dishes at the national Game Stew and Wine Festival. The 

gastronomic events are accompanied by concerts, fairs and varied miscellaneous programs.  

 

http://www.zalaegerszeg.hu/


Shopping 

There are several small and large shops in and around the city center, which makes everyday 

shopping simple. Additionally, a varied stock of goods awaits those wishing to shop at the city 

market and in shopping malls. 

  

Market 

Local farmers and traders sell their wares on Tuesdays, Fridays and Saturdays. On Sundays, 

antique dealers and second-hand sellers occupy the market area. 

 
37. photo: Local market (Source: www.zaol.hu) 

Fair Hall 

The Zalaegerszeg Fair Hall is a great destination for those who wish to shop or just look around 

thanks to its numerous shops, local farmers and occasional programs. 

 
38. photo: Fair Hall (Source: www.zalaegerszegturizmus.hu) 



Zala Plaza 

http://zalaplaza.hu/ 

The Zala Plaza Shopping and Entertainment Center opened its doors to customers on 

December 14, 2001. The shopping center has two levels that add up to a 10,000 square meter 

area with free parking throughout the year. On the ground floor and first floor, more than 30 

commercial and entertainment units such as Auchan Supermarket, a Cinema City with four 3D 

cinemas, a food court and regular free, high-quality programs on stage provide visitors with 

convenience and shopping opportunities.   

 
39. photo: Zala Plaza (Source: www.zalaegerszeg.hu, www.zalaegerszegturizmus.hu) 

 
ZONE Park 
https://www.zonepark.hu/ 

At the end of August 2009, the largest shopping park in the Zala region opened its doors, 

spanning 14,000 square meters, then known as Zala Park. The shopping center offers shopping 

opportunities to half a million residents of the region. The modern, pleasant environment, the 

wide range of goods, offers unique shopping opportunities and experiences for all ages. 

 
38. photo: Zone Park (Source: www.logsped.hu) 

 
 

 

https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&prev=_t&sl=auto&tl=en&u=http://zalaplaza.hu/
http://www.zalaegerszeg.hu/
http://www.zalaegerszegturizmus.hu/
https://www.zonepark.hu/


Park Center 

http://parkcenters.hu/bevasarlopark/zalaegerszeg/  

Shops offering the latest fashions, shoes and sports equipment give a wide variety to choose 

from. Everything you need in your household can be found in the Müller and Euro Family 

shops. During the day, take a break and treat yourself at Caffé Parco. 

 
40. photo: Park center (Source: www.parkcenters.hu) 

Some popular destinations in the neighborhood of Zalaegerszeg 
 
Göcsej 

Anyone who keeps their wits about them can discover countless beautiful sights to see while 

roaming Göcsej. The secluded, almost fairytale-like settlements surrounded by forests are a 

great attraction for nature and hiking enthusiasts. Fans of active tourism can take guided 

hiking, cycling and even motorbike tours. Local specialties can be sampled at the events. 

 

Őrség 

Őrség, the ethnographic and historical region adjacent to Göcsej can be reached by a short 

drive from Zalaegerszeg. It is hidden in the southwestern corner of our country, bordering 

Austria and Slovenia. Its hillsides, countrysides filled with woods and folk monuments are very 

similar to Göcsej’s. Visitors can find wooden belfries, country houses and gastronomic 

delicacies. We recommend Őrség for those who do not insist on bustling holiday destinations, 

but prefer close to nature relaxation.  

If you choose this region as your destination instead of noisy festivals, you can learn about the 

secrets of local craftsmen and the natural values of the region. You can explore any of the 16 

educational trails in the Őrség National Park, including the famous Szőce peat moss marsh or 

even use a bike to traverse this wonderful area. The atmosphere of Őrség can best be felt in 

the Pityerszer village museum, where log cabins unmoved in their original place evoke times 

http://parkcenters.hu/bevasarlopark/zalaegerszeg/


gone by. During your trip you can get insight into the workshops of potters and you can also 

get to know the work of the traditional essential oil distillery. You can learn about the making 

of pumpkin seed oil , the gastronomic product of Őrség that is also called green gold of the 

region. Hikers are welcome at numerous guest houses, where in addition to accommodation, 

they host events such as gastronomic samplings and various events. We can taste culinary 

delicacies at several points in Őrség. Apart from regional restaurants, some places offer 

traditional flavors in bistro style. 

 

Video about Őrség: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n3jGgygid84    

Őrség National Park: https://www.orseginemzetipark.hu/  
Őriszentpéter: http://www.oriszentpeter.hu/varosunk/video-galeria/oriszentpeter-imazsa 

 
41. photo: Őrség 

 
42. photo: Őrség (Source: https://www.orseginemzetipark.hu/, https://www.orseginemzetipark.hu/) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n3jGgygid84
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&prev=_t&sl=auto&tl=en&u=https://www.orseginemzetipark.hu/
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https://www.orseginemzetipark.hu/


West-Balaton region 

The landscapes in and nearby Zalaegerszeg offer plenty of sights and experiences in the West-

Balaton region all year round. National parks, historical sights and spas are all close-by, in 

addition to gastronomic specialties and refined wines which add to the 

experience. The depths of the Pannonian landscape contain a natural treasure: thermal 

water. It affects both body and soul aiding those who want to relax and heal in the baths of 

the area. Hévíz is the largest hot water lake in Europe. This cozy little town offers high-quality 

wellness and medical wellness hotels that provide health-preserving and medical services. 

Zalakaros is a popular bathing place for families, where in addition to a medical center 

and fitness services, water playgrounds, saunas and spa parties guarantee carefree 

entertainment. In the spas and water parks of the nearby Kehidakustány you can almost feel 

a Mediterranean atmosphere. In addition to therapeutic appointments, children's programs 

also contribute towards your relaxation. 

 

Built heritage 

In addition to its natural values, the magical landscape also hides special architectural 

wonders. The Nádasdy-Széchenyi Castle in Egervár is the only Renaissance castle in the 

area. A popular trip destination for many is the medieval castle of Sümeg. Here guests can 

view horse shows and even take part in feasts evoking the middle ages. True aristocratic 

splendor can be found in the Baroque-style Festetics Castle of Keszthely. Not only can we get 

a glimpse of the aristocratic way of life, but also view the only private aristocratic library in 

Hungary that was preserved in its original state. After seeing the ornate halls take a stroll into 

the meticulously well-kept castle park. The carriage museum, palm-house and hunting 

exhibition will be a sure hit with anyone interested in how people lived in the previous century. 

 

Balaton 

Videos: 

Hévíz and its immediate surroundings (from Kis-Balaton to Szigliget):  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oPG9weXBQEM&t=1s  

Keszthely image film:   

https://www.facebook.com/keszthely.hu/videos/8  

Balaton Uplands: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3sgWxByqwTc  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cB8tkAySFsw  

National Park of Balaton-uplands: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uyZtmlo3UXM  

„Kis-Balaton” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wtK8g1IuYpM  

 

It only takes less than half an hour to get to Lake Balaton, one of the most popular destinations 

and holiday locations in the area. This is the largest lake in Central Europe and it captivates 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oPG9weXBQEM&t=1s
https://www.facebook.com/keszthely.hu/videos/8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3sgWxByqwTc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cB8tkAySFsw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uyZtmlo3UXM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wtK8g1IuYpM


travelers all year round with its unique charm. When spring arrives hikers can enjoy 

educational nature trails, hiking trails and lookouts. The summer months give opportunity for 

bathing at well-equipped beaches, while in autumn we can experience the pleasant 

atmosphere of grape harvest and finally during cold winters we can skate on designated tracks 

on the frozen, seemingly endless lake. Various events are held throughout the year, and as 

such lovers of all musical genres can find a festival to suit their tastes, where many worldwide 

known stars take to the stage every year.  

At Lake Balaton, lovers of active recreation can also indulge their passion. You can sail on the 

lake, go kayaking, surf or swim. You can get familiar with the lake and its surroundings on two 

wheels thanks to a 204 km long bicycle path surrounding Lake Balaton. 

Golf courses await sports enthusiasts in quite a few places. In the nearby Zalacsány a course 

recognized on a European level can be found which is also suitable for holding international 

championships. 

You can also test our skill and courage in numerous adventure parks, the largest of which is 

located in our county called the Zobor KalandoZoo. On the other hand if you want to take a 

leisurely, quiet break in nature you can go fishing on the piers built around the lake. 

The nature reserve National Park of Balaton-felvidék is also located here. Thanks to its 

geological spectacles, volcanic buttes and areas that inform you about Lake Balaton’s wildlife 

this is also a popular destination. Kis-Balaton, a one-of-a-kind avian paradise of Hungary is also 

part of the national park. The iconic Kányavári Island is where all the waterfowl of the area 

can be seen from the lookout tower in the middle of the island. Those in search of a more 

thrilling adventure can explore the unique formations of the Csodabogyós-barlang (Wonder 

Berry Cave) with the help of trained guides or go boating on the underground lake of the 

Tapolca Spring Cave. 

 
43. photo: West-Balaton region 

Keszthely 

Programs, tourism, more information in Hungarian: https://www.keszthely.hu/ 

Programs, tourism more information in English: https://www.keszthely.hu/en  

 

https://www.keszthely.hu/
https://www.keszthely.hu/en


Festetics Castle 

http://helikonkastely.hu/hu/  

Balaton Theatre 

http://goldmarkmk.hu/  

Summer outdoor events 

https://www.keszthely.hu/programok  

Music pavilion on the shores of Lake Balaton 

https://www.koncert.hu/helyszin/zenepavilon-keszthely  

 
44. photo: Keszthely (Source: Keszthely Mayor's Office, Mayor's Office) 

 
45. photo: Keszthely (Source: Keszthely Mayor's Office, Mayor's Office) 

http://helikonkastely.hu/hu/
http://goldmarkmk.hu/
https://www.keszthely.hu/programok
https://www.koncert.hu/helyszin/zenepavilon-keszthely


Hévíz 

Photo and video collection in Hungarian: https://www.heviz.hu/hu/picvid 

Photo and video collection in English: https://www.heviz.hu/en/picvid 

 
46. photo: Hévíz (Source: www.heviz.hu) 

 
47. photo: Hévíz (Source: www.heviz.hu) 

Gyenesdiás 
Website is Hungarian: https://www.gyenesdias.info.hu/ 
Website in English: https://www.gyenesdias.info.hu/en/ 
Attractions – Website is Hungarian: 
https://www.gyenesdias.info.hu/programok/latnivalok/  
 

https://www.heviz.hu/hu/picvid
https://www.heviz.hu/en/picvid
http://www.heviz.hu/
http://www.heviz.hu/
https://www.gyenesdias.info.hu/
https://www.gyenesdias.info.hu/en/
https://www.gyenesdias.info.hu/programok/latnivalok/


Attractions – Website is English:  
https://www.gyenesdias.info.hu/en/programmes/sights/  
Photos – Website is Hungarian: https://www.gyenesdias.info.hu/fotogaleria/  
Photos – Website is English: https://www.gyenesdias.info.hu/en/fotogaleria/  

 
41. photo: Gyenesdiás (Source: https://www.gyenesdias.info.hu/) 

 
48. photo: Gyenesdiás (Source: https://www.gyenesdias.info.hu/) 
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Zobor KalandoZoo - Zalaszabar 
https://www.zobori.hu/ 
https://www.zobori.hu/en 
Endless adventures await the visitors of Zalaszabar in the Zobor KalandoZoo just 10 km away 
from Zalakaros next to Kis-Balaton. The wonderful spectacle is refreshing in itself and when 
you arrive at the adventure park an unmatched adventure oasis awaits its visitors. Once you 
reach the top of the mountain a breathtaking panorama gets revealed before you, which is 
guaranteed to captivate all who see it. The numerous games of the park enthralls children and 
adults alike and only the sunset can end the fun. ADVENTURES REGARDLESS OF THE 
WEATHER! Thanks to the outdoor and indoor services of the adventure park sudden showers 
can no longer interrupt your adventures here at the Zobori Kalandozoo. A 4XD CINEMA awaits 
all our guests and a slide with an indoor playhouse brings fun to kindergarteners.   

 
49. photo: Zobor KalandoZoo (Source: https://www.facebook.com/zobori) 

Vonyarcvashegy 
https://vonyarcvashegy.hu  
https://vonyarcvashegy.hu/en/ 

 
50. photo: Vonyarcvashegy (Source: https://latnivalokmagyarorszagon.hu/, https://www.termalfurdo.hu/, 

www.tripadvisor.hu, https://welovebalaton.hu/) 
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Kehidakustány 
http://kehidakustany.hu/ 
http://kehidakustany.hu/en/  

 
51. photo: Kehidakustány (Source: https://kehidafamilyresort.hu/, https://www.travelo.hu/, http://www.panadea.com/) 

Zalakaros 
https://zalakaros.hu/ 
https://zalakaros.hu/en  

 
52. photo: Zalakaros (Source: https://www.balatontipp.hu/, https://zalakaros.hu/ , https://termalfurdok.com/zalakaros-

gyogyfurdo/) 
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Zalacsány 
https://zalacsany.hu/hu 

 
1. kép: Zalacsány (Source: https://orvenyeshegypiknik.hu/, www.szallas.hu , www.booking-com) 

Badacsony 
https://www.badacsony.com/ 
http://www.badacsony.hu/ 
Programs: https://www.programturizmus.hu/ajanlat-badacsonyi-programok.html 

 
53. photo: Badacsony (Source: https://csodalatosbalaton.hu/, www.utisugo.hu , www.sastravel.hu) 
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Kis-Balaton 
http://kisbalaton.hu/index.php/hu/ 
https://www.bfnp.hu/hu/tajegyseg/kis-balaton 

 
54. photo: Kis-Balaton (Source: https://zalakaros.hu/kis-balaton , http://balcsi.net/termeszet/kis-

balaton/,https://partlap.hu/kulonleges-vizeken-a-nagyberek-es-a-kis-balaton/, www.csodalatosbalaton.hu ) 

Szigliget 
http://szigliget.hu/portal/ 
Programs: https://www.programturizmus.hu/ajanlat-szigligeti-programok.html 

 
55. photo: Szigliget (Source: https://kirandulastippek.hu, https://csodalatosmagyarorszag.hu, https://strand.hu ) 
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Sümeg 
https://www.sumeg.hu/ 
https://sumegvar.hu/ 
Programs: https://www.programturizmus.hu/ajanlat-sumeg-programok-rendezvenyek-
esmenyek.html 

 
56. photo: Sümeg (Source: https://www.hellovidek.hu/, https://sumegvar.hu/galeria/lovagi-torna/, 

https://www.programturizmus.hu/partner-palota-pince-sumeg.html, https://www.tripadvisor.co.hu/LocationPhotoDirectLink-g1598545-
d2180710-i313867958-Sumeg_Castle-Sumeg_Veszprem_County_Central_Transdanubia.html) 

Tapolca  
http://www.tapolca.hu/uj/ 
Programs: https://www.programturizmus.hu/ajanlat-tapolcai-programok.html 

 
57. photo: Tapolca (Source: https://csodalatosbalaton.hu/, https://www.termeszetjaro.hu/, https://www.utazzitthon.hu/, 

https://kirandulastippek.hu/balaton-felvidek/tapolca) 
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Accommodations - Zalaegerszeg  

Willis Hotel**** Business & Wellness 

https://willishotel.hu/ 

The brand new Willis Hotel opened its doors in the autumn of 2020 within the center of 

Zalaegerszeg in the heart of the Zala hills. Guests can stay in one of the 64 new rooms with 

tasteful modern furnishings, which guarantee a pleasant stay with its delightful earthy tones. 

Our business travelers also have the option of renting a conference room. Further relaxation 

possibilities are provided by the hotel's impressive wellness area (sauna, aromatherapy, 

massage, adventure pool). 

 
58. photo: Visual design of Willis Hotel**** 

 
59. photo: Willis Hotel**** (Source: www. willishotel.hu) 

https://willishotel.hu/


Arany Bárány Hotel ***Superior 

www.aranybarany.hu 

Our year-round open Hotel is located in the centre of Zalaegerszeg, opposite the Mary 

Magdalene parish church. Our hotel was built in 1894, enlargements were made in 1965 and 

2013. We are very proud of offering quality hotel and catering services more than 125 years. 

Our guests can choose between single rooms, double rooms, junior suites, suites and 

apartment. 

 
60. photo: Arany Bárány Hotel***Superior (Source: www.aranybarany.hu) 

Accommodations near Zalaegerszeg 

Battyhány Castle Hotel **** Zalacsány 
29 km from Rheinmetall Hungary Ltd., 26 minutes 
https://wellnesskastely.hu/hu/ 
https://wellnesskastely.hu/en/ 

 
61. photo: Battyhány Castle Hotel **** Zalacsány (Source: www.wellnesskastely.hu) 

http://www.aranybarany.hu/
https://wellnesskastely.hu/hu/
https://wellnesskastely.hu/en/


Zala Springs Golf Resort **** Zalacsány 
29 km from Rheinmetall Hungary Ltd., 26 minutes 
https://zalasprings.hu/hu 
https://zalasprings.hu/en?lang=en 

 
62. photo: Zala Springs Golf Resort **** Zalacsány (Source: www.booking.com) 

Kolping Hotel Spa & Family Resort**** Alsópáhok 

40 km from Rheinmetall Hungary Ltd., 36 minutes 

https://kolping.hotel.hu/  

https://kolping.hotel.hu/en 

 
63. photo: Kolping Hotel Spa & Family Resort**** Alsópáhok (Source: www.booking.com, www.kolping.hu ) 
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Hotel Európa fit★★★★ Hévíz 
40 km from Rheinmetall Hungary Ltd., 36 minutes 
https://europafit.hu/  
https://europafit.hu/en 

 
64. photo: Hotel Európa fit★★★★ Hévíz (Source: www.europafit.hu ) 

Hotel Naturmed Carbona**** Hévíz 
40 km from Rheinmetall Hungary Ltd., 36 minutes 
https://carbona.hu/ 
https://carbona.hu/en/home/ 

 
65. photo: Hotel Naturmed Carbona**** Hévíz (Source: www.booking.com ) 
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Bonvital Wellness & Gastro**** Hévíz 
40 km from Rheinmetall Hungary Ltd., 36 minutes 
https://bonvital.accenthotels.com/hu 
https://bonvital.accenthotels.com/en 

 
66. photo: Bonvital Wellness & Gastro**** Hévíz (Source: www.booking.com) 

 
Hotel Karos Spa**** Zalakaros 
53 km from Rheinmetall Hungary Ltd., 51 minutes 
https://karos-spa.hu/ 
https://karos-spa.hu/en 

 
67. photo: Hotel Karos Spa**** Zalakaros (Sources: www.karos-spa.hu) 
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Park Inn by Radisson****Zalakaros 
53 km from Rheinmetall Hungary Ltd., 51 minutes 
https://parkinnzalakaros.hu/ 
https://parkinnzalakaros.hu/en/ 

 
68. photo: Park Inn by Radisson****Zalakaros (Source: www.booking.com) 

 
Kristinus **** Borbirtok Kéthely 
63 km from Rheinmetall Hungary Ltd., 55 minutes 
https://www.kristinus.hu/?lang=hu 
https://www.kristinus.hu/?lang=hu 

 
69. photo: Kristinus **** Borbirtok Kéthely (Source: www.booking.com) 
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Wellness Hotel Katalin**** Gyenesdiás 
50 km from Rheinmetall Hungary Ltd., 43 minutes 
https://www.hotelkatalin.hu/ 
https://www.wellnesshotel-balaton.com/ 

 
70. photo: Wellness Hotel Katalin**** Gyenesdiás (Source: www.booking.com) 

Palace Hotel Hévíz****  
40 km from Rheinmetall Hungary Ltd., 36 minutes 
http://palacehotelheviz.hu/ 

 
71. photo: Palace Hotel Hévíz**** (Source: www.szallas.hu) 
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Ensana Thermal Hotel & Spa**** Superior Hévíz 
40 km from Rheinmetall Hungary Ltd., 36 minutes 
http://ensanahotels.com/thermal-heviz/hu 

 
72. photo. Ensana Thermal Hotel & Spa****Superior (Forrás: www.szallas.hu) 

 
Ensana Thermal Aqua**** Hévíz 
40 km from Rheinmetall Hungary Ltd., 36 minutes 
http://ensanahotels.com/termal-aqua/hu 

 
73. photo: Ensana thermal Aqua **** (Forrás: www.szallas.hu) 

A mi Házunk*** Gyenesdiás 
50 km from Rheinmetall Hungary Ltd., 43 minutes 
https://www.gyenesdias.info.hu/szallaskereses/?search_params=/hu/partner/szobak/a-mi-
hazunk.html 
https://www.gyenesdias.info.hu/en/szallaskereses/?search_params=/en/partner/rooms/a-
mi-hazunk.html 
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74. photo: A mi Házunk*** Gyenesdiás (Source: www.booking.com) 

 
Wellness Hotel Kakadu*** Keszthely 
49 km from Rheinmetall Hungary Ltd., 40 minutes 
https://www.kakaduhotel.hu/hu/ 
https://www.kakaduhotel.hu/en/ 

 
75. photo: Wellness Hotel Kakadu*** Keszthely (Source: www.booking.com) 
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Art Hotel*** Zalakaros 
53 km from Rheinmetall Hungary Ltd., 51 minutes 
https://arthotel.hu/ 
https://arthotel.hu/en 
 

 
76. photo: Art Hotel*** Zalakaros (Source: www.booking.com) 

Főnix Club Hotel & Wellness***Hévíz  
40 km from Rheinmetall Hungary Ltd., 36 minutes 
https://fonixclubhotel.hu/ 
https://fonixclubhotel.hu/start.asp?KatalogusID=1&Ny=A 

 
77. photo: Főnix Club Hotel & Wellness***Hévíz (Source: www.fonixclubhotel.hu) 
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Hotel Bacchus*** Keszthely 
49 km from Rheinmetall Hungary Ltd., 40 minutes 
http://bacchushotel.hu/  
http://bacchushotel.hu/en/home/ 

 
78. photo: Hotel Bacchus*** Keszthely (Source: www.bacchushotel.hu) 

 
 

Kristály Hotel*** Keszthely 
49 km from Rheinmetall Hungary Ltd., 40 minutes 
https://kristalyhotel.hu/ 
https://kristalyhotel.hu/en/ 
 

 
79. photo: Kristály Hotel*** (Source: www.kristalyhotel.hu) 
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Guest houses 

Piccolo Guesthouse Vinoteca - Zalaegerszeg 

https://piccolo.hu/ 

https://piccolo.hu/en/ 

 

 
80. photo: Piccolo Guesthouse Vinoteca (Source: www.piccolo.hu) 

Göcsej Palatinus Restaurant és Guesthouse Zalaegerszeg 
https://gocsejpalatinus.hu/hu/ 

 
81. photo: Göcsej Palatinus Restaurant és Guesthouse (Source: www.booking.com) 
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Villa Garden Zalaegerszeg 
https://villa-garden-zalaegerszeg.booked.hu/ 
https://villa-garden-zalaegerszeg.booked.net/en 

 
82. photo: Villa Garden (Source: www.villa-garden-zalaegerszeg.booked.hu) 

 
Betli Guesthouse Zalaegerszeg 
https://www.betlipanzio.hu/ 

 
83. photo. Betli Guesthouse (Source: www.betlipanzio.hu) 
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Nosztalgia Guesthouse Zalaegerszeg 
http://www.nosztalgiavendeghaz.hu/ 

 
84. photo: Nosztalgia guesthouse (Source: www.booking.com) 

Főnix Apartmanház Nagypáli 
9 km from Rheinmetall Hungary Ltd., 11 minutes 
https://apartman.hu/fonix-apartmanhaz-nagypali 

 
85. photo: Főnix Apartman (Source: www.szallas.hu) 
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Pro Equus Horse park Bagod 
10 km from Rheinmetall Hungary Ltd., 14 minutes 
http://www.bagodilovaspark.hu/index.php?p=11 

 
86. photo: Pro Equus Horse park (Source: wwww.szallas.hu) 

Admirál Villa Guesthouse**** Kehidakustány 
30 km from Rheinmetall Hungary Ltd., 27 minutes 
https://admiralkehida.hu/hu 

 
87. photo: Admirál Villa Guesthouse**** (Source: www.admiralkehida.hu) 
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Auróra Guesthouse Hévíz 
40 km from Rheinmetall Hungary Ltd., 36 minutes 
http://auroravendeghaz.hu/ 
http://en.auroravendeghaz.hu/ 

 
88. photo: Auróra Guesthouse (Source: www.auroravendeghaz.hu) 

Szerencsemák Guesthouse Kehidakustány 
30 km from Rheinmetall Hungary Ltd., 27 minutes 
https://szerencsemak.hu/hu 
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Villa Mónika Keszthely 
49 km from Rheinmetall Hungary Ltd., 40 minutes 
https://villa-monika.lake-balaton.com/hu/ 
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Piroska Apartman Keszthely 
49 km from Rheinmetall Hungary Ltd., 40 minutes 
http://piroskaapartman.hu/ 
http://piroskaapartman.hu/en/piroska-apartments/ 
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Restaurants at Zalaegerszeg 
Belga Söröző és Restaurant  

http://www.belgaetteremessorozo.hu/  

Contast Cafe Bistro 

https://www.facebook.com/contrastcafebistro  

Terra Incognita Bistro•Bar•Music 

http://terra-incognita.hu  

Díszpinty Gasztro Bár  

https://diszpinty.hu/  

Véndiófa Restaurant és Guesthouse 

https://vendiofaetterem.hu  

Robison Music Pub Restaurant  

https://robinsonpub.hu/  

Gyuri Csárda és Guesthouse 

https://www.gyuricsarda.hu/hu/  

Robison Music Pub Restaurant  

https://robinsonpub.hu/  

Kiskakas Restaurant 

https://kiskakasetterem.com/  

Kiskondás Restaurant  

http://kiskondasetterem.hu/  

Strike Restaurant  

https://www.facebook.com/Strike-Zeg-968994919803104 
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Restaurant speciális étrendűeknek 
Élelem Restaurant 
https://zeg.elelemetterem.hu/ 
Pro Vita Reform restaurant 
https://www.reformetterem.hu/ 
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Kiskondás Restaurant 

http://kiskondasetterem.hu/ 
Csipet Menü and Pasta Foodbar 
http://www.csipetpasta.hu/index.php?r=w/s&view=index 
Paradicsom Restaurant  
http://paradicsometterem.hu/ 
Belga Beer house and Restaurant 
http://www.belgaetteremessorozo.hu/ 
Erdő Gyöngye Restaurant and Guesthouse 
https://erdogyongye.hu/ 
 
Coming soon new service: Hári’s Apartment Restaurant 
http://www.harisetterem.atw.hu/  
 
Bakeries, Confectioneries 
Artisan Craft Bakery  
https://artisanpekseg.hu/ 
Lipóti Bakery  
https://lipotipekseg.hu/ 

https://zeg.elelemetterem.hu/
https://www.reformetterem.hu/
http://kiskondasetterem.hu/
http://www.csipetpasta.hu/index.php?r=w/s&view=index
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Zalaco Bakery  
https://zalaco.hu/ 
Mimosa Lounge 
https://www.facebook.com/mimosalounge 
Éden confectionery  
http://edensuti.hu/ 
Esztrol confectionery 
Ma Cherie confectionery  
https://www.facebook.com/macherietortamuhely  
Frei Café 
https://www.cafefrei.hu/ 
Gerő confectionery 
http://gerocukraszda.hu/ 
Joy Café 
https://www.facebook.com/joyzalaegerszeg 
Czukorka confectionery 
https://www.czukorka.hu/ 
„Lel Ki Főzde” confectionery 
Tel.:06 30 580 8454 

     
    Frei Café         Artisan Bakery           Czukorka 

 

Confectioneries/Restaurants/Wineries near Zalaegerszeg  

Brix Bistro - Hévíz 

Rózsakert Restaurant és Confectionery - Hévíz 

Macchiato Caffé & Lounge - Hévíz   www.machiato.hu  

Korona Restaurant és Guesthouse - Hévíz   www.hevizpanzio.hu  

Sissy Cafe and Ice Cream Parlor - Hévíz   https://www.facebook.com/sissikavezo  

Római Cellar - Hévíz   www.romaipince-heviz-hu  

Vilmos Cellar - Hévíz   www.willliamshaus.hu/vilmos-pince  

Az Én Anyósom - Alsópáhok    www.azenanyosom.eu  
Tompos Restaurant - Keszthely https://www.tomposetterem.hu/  

Jóbarát Restaurant - Keszthely http://www.jobaratvendeglo.hu/  

Pampetrics Borászat - Keszthely https://pampetrics.hu/  

Lel-Ki-Főzde - Keszthely   

https://likebalaton.hu/telepules/keszthely/etel-es-ital/lel-ki-fozde-28826/ 
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Healthcare 

There are several health and social institutions in Zalaegerszeg county that 

provide high-quality healthcare.  

  

St. Raphael Hospital of Zala County 

St. Raphael's Hospital in Zala County cares for patients from Zalaegerszeg and 

Lenti and their surrounding areas. Thanks to this 42% of the county's population 

belongs to their care area, but if necessary patients can be admitted from the 

whole county or beyond the county's borders. The hospital employs 1,700 staff 

members in 20 inpatient wards. Their work is assisted by 11 central diagnostic, 

therapeutic and central care departments. In the building next to the hospital 

more than 100 clinics provide patients with medical care. 

https://www.zmkorhaz.hu/magunkrol/ 

 
94. photo: St. Raphael Hospital of Zala County (Source: www.zaol.hu, www.ecity.hu, www.letenyemedia.hu, 

www.delzalapress.hu, www.zalaegerszeg.hu) 

Private health care  

Integrity Private Clinic  

Integrity Private Clinic is one of the best equipped centres for private health care in the 

Transdanubian region. Our institution is nationally outstanding in the field of diognostics and 

has almost unique technical equipment and medical background. For almost a decade, we 

have been working with internationally renowned, dedicated physicians in our outpatient care 

unit to ensure the safe recovery of patients. From 2022 on we will be expanding with  inpatient 

care unit, so we will have a total area of  2500 m2. 

 

https://www.zmkorhaz.hu/magunkrol/
http://www.zaol.hu/
http://www.ecity.hu/
http://www.letenyemedia.hu/
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Our specialists 

Our doctors are renowned professionals dedicated to healing and maximum patient care, the 

best ones in their profession. With the continuous training and experience of our health care 

professionals and  their experience over the years as well as their humane approach, we have 

set out to provide high quality care for our patients. 

Top diagnostics 

3 Tesla Siemens Skyra MRI  with the supervision of a radiologist with a degree in science. For 

the sake of your health, choose the best, because otherwise small lesions can remain hidden, 

so your disease will not be diagnosed! Proper diagnosis is the first step on the road to 

recovery. Two MRI equipments ensure maximum technical support (3 Tesla Siemens Skyra, 

Hitachi open). Our newly installed X-Ray operates at a low radiation dose and is equipped with 

a radiation dose meter in accordance with international regulations. We have the newest 3D 

digital Hologic mammography for tissue sampling. Furthermore, our X-ray equipment and 

ultrasound equipment for measuring bone density are the best quality tools available, as 

proper diagnosis is the first step on the road to recovery. 

Specialists  

Our specialists in nearly  30 fieds receive the patients in well-equipped, modern, spacious 

examination rooms. We provide parking facilities too.  We care for our patients’ convenience 

because  we believe that medical care is a service. 

Private hospital 

In 2022 we will launch the most modern surgical unit with two supersteril operating rooms 

and 28 patient beds. 

Modern, comfortable hospital environment 

We have created a private medical institution where, in addition to the maximum professional 

and technical background, we place great emphasis on serving the comfort of our patients.  

 
95. photo: Integrity Private Clinic (Source: Facebook) 

http://www.integrityhungary.hu/


Leda Private Clinic 

www.ledaklinika.hu  

The clinic opened its doors in 2013 employing the best specialists to help patients heal in a 

pleasant environment utilizing modern tools and personalized counseling. 

For the 6th year in a row, the Léda Private Clinic has been one of the top state-of-the-art 

private health care centers in Zala County where outpatient orders, surgical care within a day 

and diagnostics take place. Their staff consists of recognized professionals doing everything 

for the safe recovery of patients.  

• top specialists help patients recover 

• they work in a pleasant environment with modern equipment 

• all of which are done in full discretion and giving personalized advice 

 

Services: 

• extensive diagnostic services 

• comprehensive dental, oral and implantology assistance 

• screening tests, vaccinations for 0-99 years 

• outpatient clinic in five different clinics  

• surgical procedures within a day 
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Furthermore, the city has many private medical specialist who can provide medical assistance 

for patients with various illnesses. 

 

On the outskirts of Zalaegerszeg you can find the St. Andrew's Rheumatism Hospital which is 

located in Hévíz, next to Lake Hévíz. It is the successor of the State Spa Hospital, founded on 

a spa complex that was built by the Festetics family in the 19th century. Our institution is 

responsible for handling the Hévíz Healing Lake and its medicinal mud and medicinal water -

which are some of the most important tools for the effective treatment of many diseases. 

Since the establishment of this institution, it has been providing medical rehabilitation and 

active rheumatology specialist care for those suffering from musculoskeletal disorders, 

specifically rheumatological diseases. It did this first as a sanatorium and now functions as a 

specialized hospital.  

http://www.ledaklinika.hu/


 
97. photo: Szent-András Rheumatism Hospital (Source: www.spaheviz.hu) 

Hévíz has in addition to the St. Andrew's Rheumatism Hospital many other health care services 

including dentistry, plastic surgery, etc.  

https://www.spaheviz.hu/en 

 

Taxi 
Egerszeg Taxi 

Phone number: 92/333-333, 92/444-444, 92/555-555, 30/411-2211 

www.egerszegtaxi.hu 

info@egerszegtaxi.hu 

 

Bárány Taxi 

Zalaegerszeg, Kazinczy tér 1. 

Phone number: 92/333-666 

 

Kórház Taxi 

Zalaegerszeg, Zrínyi M. u. 1. 

Phone number: 92/323-000 

 

Centrum Taxi 

Zalaegerszeg, Kossuth L. tér 

Phone number: 92/311-000, 20/3267-119 

 

 

http://www.spaheviz.hu/
https://www.spaheviz.hu/en


Göcsej Taxi 

Zalaegerszeg, Landorhegyi út 23/A 

phone number: +36 92 333 555 

https://www.facebook.com/gocsejtaxi/ 

arok.ferenc@citromail.hu 

 

Plaza Taxi Keszthely 

www.plazataxikeszthely.hu 

plazataxikeszthely@gmail.com 

Mobile: 30/333-6668 

 

Keszthely Taxi 

8315 Gyenesdiás, Vörösmarty Köz 10. 

Mobile: 30/418-1544 

www.keszthely-taxi.hu  

kovacshause@gmail.com  

 

Real estate agencies 

Openhouse    

Ágnes Hoffmann      

mobile: +36 30 7577-786 

email: agnes.hoffmann@oh.hu 

www.oh.hu 

 

Otthon Centrum 

For more than 20 years, Otthon Centrum is a leader of the Hungarian real estate market, which 

has the most offices and the widest real estate offer. There are also two offices in 

Zalaegerszeg. The office on the Kossuth Lajos Street is a stable member of the network, 

managed and owned by Ottó Taar, who has been helping the Otthon Centrum succeed for 

more than 10 years. In the office, 17 expert colleagues are waiting for both customers who 

want to sell and those who want to buy. The portfolio has nearly 300 properties and 1,500 

search clients. In the office of Kossuth Lajos Street, we provide a complete and high level of 

service to all the customers. 

Kinga Májer 

mobile: +36 70 454 0457 

email: majer.kinga@oc.hu 

Xénia Cintia Ferencz 

mobile: +36 70 454 2075 

email: ferencz.xenia@oc.hu 

www.oc.hu 
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Best Zala Ingatlanstúdió 

The company is known for our personalized contact with clients and service. The company is  

not operating as a multi-system company, it keeps the clients needs in first place. The 

company can offer you the most luxurious real estates in Zalaegerszeg so the clientele is 

unique.  Currently they are exclusive seller and property manager of a huge investment, which 

is located a few minutes away from „Zalaegerszeg Tesztpálya”. 

 

Vera Jári   

email: bestzalastudio@gmail.com 

https://www.facebook.com/bestzala.ingatlanstudio 

                                                             

Duna House  

in english: Dóra László-Bakker 

mobile: +36 30 825 3082 

email: laszlo.dora@dh.hu 

in german: György Tóth 

mobile: +36 70 905 6752 

https://dh.hu/  
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